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Brandshatch 
Place Hotel
The Brandshatch Place Hotel is set amongst 
beautiful grounds with rabbits on the lawns and 
a distant rumble of the race track. It’s the perfect 
place to go and relax with afternoon tea taken in the 
lounge, the restaurant of if the weather’s good out on 
the terrace. 

What’s on offer? 
We opted for the standard afternoon tea priced at £15.50 per 
person. Champagne tea is also available at £25.00. We were 
served by Kenny, who is the Twinings Tea Ambassador at the 

The Swan  
at Chapel Down 
The Swan is situated within the beautiful grounds 
of the Chapel Down Vineyard and so we chose 
the Sparkling afternoon tea, accompanied by a 
glass of their Vintage Brut Sparkling wine at £23.25 
per person. It’s the perfect accompaniment to the 
sweet afternoon tea but if you’d prefer to relax with 
a warming pot of tea, a wide selection is available and the 
standard afternoon tea is available at £15.00 per person. Tea was 
served in two halves at The Swan, the first containing two tiers of 
savoury delights of ham and pickle, roast beef, egg mayonnaise, 
cucumber and pickled cabbage, and smoked salmon sandwiches, 
and warm crispy squares of potato and smoked ham hash. The 
second half was packed with warm apple and cinnamon scones, 
strawberry jam and clotted cream, crunchy sweet rhubarb tarts, 
an orange sponge topped with caramelised sugar and chocolate 
squares coated in nuts. All were absolutely delicious and there is 

talk of serving it in the beautiful herb garden in the 
summer with over sized tea pots and an Alice In 

Wonderland theme. 

What’s unique about 
afternoon tea here?
Located within Chapel Down vineyard and 

serving the award winning Vintage Brut with 
tea plus you can have a spot of wine tasting 

before or after in the downstairs shop!

Hotel Du Vin, 
Tunbridge Wells 
Afternoon tea is served in an extremely 
comfortable lounge with comfy armchairs, 
cosy fires and sofas. We opted for the standard 
afternoon tea at £14.50 per person but Champagne 
tea is also available at £21.50 per person. Everything 
is homemade and the tiered cake stands are 
beautifully presented in a room full of friends and 
families enjoying a luxurious afternoon together. A 
generous serving of cheese and tomato, ham and whole 
grain mustard, smoked salmon and cucumber, salami and relish 
sandwiches were delivered on a wooden rustic platter.  The tiered 
cake stand consisted of warm raisin scones with strawberry jam 
and clotted cream, an extremely moist and delicious fruit cake 
that tasted almost like bread pudding, chocolate macaroons, 
chocolate cupcakes and carrot cake with a creamy cheese topping. 
In the summer the Hotel has a beautiful terrace overlooking the 
Park where afternoon tea can be enjoyed in the sunshine. 

What’s unique about 
afternoon tea here?
The Hotel Du Vin serves tea in 
a lovely lounge with comfy sofas 
and armchairs to relax in. Like a 
home from home. 

For more afternoon tea reviews and foodie inspiration visit  
www.whatiatelastnight.com

Interesting facts about afternoon tea…
 ✦ Afternoon Tea was introduced in Britain in the 

early 1840s. It evolved as a mini meal to stem 
the hunger and anticipation of an evening 
meal at 8pm

 ✦ It is a meal composed of finger sandwiches, 
sweet pastries and cakes, scones with clotted 
cream and jam – although scones weren’t 
introduced until the twentieth century.

 ✦ It wasn’t until Queen Victoria joined in the 
Afternoon Tea ritual that it became a more 
formal occasion known as a ‘tea reception’. 

 ✦ Tea receptions would have an open invitation 
to visit the home between 4 and 7pm, during 
time guests could come and go as they 
pleased.

 ✦ Although the saying goes ‘at half past three, 
everything stops for tea’, it can infact be 
served as late as 5pm. 

Afternoon tea has had a revival and it’s not only in London that the best afternoon teas can 
be found. Here in Kent we have some amazing places offering really unique settings and an 

extremely high quality of delicious cakes and desserts. Whether you want to be pampered with a 
Champagne tea in a beautiful setting, or you’d like to enjoy it in the luxury of your own home and 
invite your friends or family around, I have pulled together a great selection of places to try and 

offered up some top tips and recipes if you want to give it a go yourself. 

Afternoon tea
in Kent

By Food EdITor rEgAn MALonEy

Brandshatch Place Hotel. His belief is that 
enjoying afternoon tea, particularly in the 
winter is the closest you’ll come to nature 
indoors. He believes it’s about taking a break 
and enjoying the flavours and the smells of 
the tea and using it to help achieve a certain 
mood state. If you want to be energised then 
green tea is your answer. To relax and feel a 
notion of calm, then Camomile is the best 
option. We were taken through his magic box 
of Twinings teas smelling and learning as he 

talked us through the history of how certain 
teas were invented, and of the robust tasting 

and quality checking that he experienced when 
being trained by Steven Twining himself. Of course 

the homemade scones, cakes and sandwiches play a very big part 
in the enjoyable experience and all were superbly presented and 
made by the Chefs in the Hotel. We enjoyed egg mayonnaise, 
cucumber, smoked salmon and ham sandwiches, warm freshly 
made scones with homemade strawberry jam and clotted cream, 
chocolate éclairs, mini meringues topped with cream and a 
chocolate cupcake with cream and a boozy cherry on top. 

What’s unique about afternoon tea here?
Kenny, the Twinings tea ambassador, because not only do you 
enjoy a great afternoon of food and tea, but you also actually learn 
something.

Rowhill Grange 
We opted for the 
Champagne tea for 
two priced at £22.95 
per person. Standard 
afternoon tea is also 
available at £16.95. 
Rowhill Grange offers the 

option of taking afternoon tea in its dining conservatory, in the 
comfortable bar lounge area, or on its terrace when the weather’s 
warm. We opted for the conservatory and were joined by many 
guests enjoying girly Spa afternoons relaxing in their robes and 
enjoying a spot of tea. There were a wide variety of different teas 
available, and all of the cakes, sandwiches and preserves were 
homemade. Our delicate finger sandwiches consisted of egg 
mayonnaise, cucumber and cream cheese, 
smoked salmon, and ham and mustard. 
Mini warm raison scones were 
served with pots of homemade 
strawberry jam and clotted cream, 
and the second tier held delights 
such as fresh cream éclairs, 
raspberry macaroons, a spicy 
carrot cake and mini Bakewell 
tarts. Service was impeccable 
and staff ensured that teas were 
topped up throughout. 

What’s unique about 
afternoon tea here?
The beautiful grounds that surround 
Rowhill Grange offer the perfect place to walk off your afternoon 
tea. 

Places to enjoy afternoon 
tea in Kent
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Make your own vintage cake 
stand… 
If you’re hosting your own afternoon tea at home, 
then you’ll want to display your beautiful cakes, 
scones and sandwiches on a tiered 
cake stand. Here’s my top 
tips to making one of your 
very own. 

You’ll need: 
A stable and covered 
surface to work on so 
that you won’t damage it 
if you spill some of the 
glue. 

Extra strong and 
tough gorilla glue – 
dries white.

An assortment of plates 
and cups (see below for 
recommended sizes) 

A selection of heavy books

Instructions: 
•	Find four plates of different sizes and different 

colours or patterns for a vintage effect. I’d 
recommend a dinner plate, a side plate and two 
saucers.

•	Find two cups of varying colour and size. I’d 
recommend a teacup and an espresso cup. 

•	Turn one of the saucers upside down, take the 
dinner plate and glue around the base of the 
dinner plate and place on the upturned saucer.

•	Take the largest of the cups, glue around the rim 
and then place upside down on to the centre of 
the dinner plate.

•	Take the side plate, glue the rim underneath and 
then place on top of the cup. 

•	Take the small espresso cup, glue the rim and turn 
upside down on top of the side plate. 

•	Take the second saucer, glue the rim underneath 
and place on top of the cup. 

•	gently pile a series of books on top of the saucer 
and leave overnight to set. 

Tip: Once created, don’t put through the dishwasher 
or in water that’s too hot to melt the glue. Instead 
wipe around with a clean cloth and towel dry. 

Mini limoncello  
tart recipe

serves 6 as one tart or makes 5 individual ones
One of the most popular flavours in a cake or dessert is 
lemon, and this recipe packs an alcoholic punch with the 
addition of limoncello (if you’d prefer to leave this out then 
simply add more lemon juice to allow for the absence of 
limoncello).  The recipe below is for one large limoncello 
tart, however can be broken down if you have mini tart 
tins to make five small tarts, an unusual and welcome 
accompaniment to any afternoon tea that you might like to 
create for friends and family at home. 

Ingredients: 

Instructions:
1. Beat the eggs and sugar together until combined. Beat in 

the lemon zest and juice, along with the limoncello and 
then whisk in the cream. Cover with cling film and then 
leave to chill in the fridge for 1 hour.

2. Grease a 9 inch tin (or 5 mini tins), and lay out the pastry 
so that it’s snuggly fitted into the tin. Cut some grease 
proof paper, and lay out over the pastry. Pour on top some 
dried butter beans and bake in a pre-heated oven for 
fifteen minutes on gas mark 5. 

3. Remove the tin from the oven, pour away the beans (save 
for another time!) and remove the baking paper. Pop the 
pastry back into the oven for a further ten minutes, or 
until it’s looking lightly browned. 

4. Reduce the oven to gas mark 1. Place the tart tin on a 
baking tray. Pour in the lemon filling, being careful not 

to spill over the edges. Bake for 45 minutes, 
or until just set. Remove from the 

oven and cool for 20 minutes then 
transfer to the fridge and chill for 
at least 2 hours before serving.
5.   To serve, dust with icing 
sugar a sprinkle of lemon 
zest. You could also top with a 

selection of summer berries for 
added colour.

Top 3 tips to making the perfect cuppa… 
(courtesy of Kenny, the Twinings Tea Ambassador at the 
Brandshatch Place Hotel)

When making tea at home, we often put a teabag 
straight in to the cup rather than making in a pot, and 
so Kenny has shared his top tips for making the perfect 
cuppa. He recommends leaving the water to settle 
before adding the tea bag so that the tea naturally 
infuses the water from the bottom up. Also, by following 

this method he believes that you should be able to make 
up to three cups of tea from just the one tea bag! 

 ✦ Place freshly boiled water in to the cup and leave for 
a couple of seconds to settle. 

 ✦ Place the teabag in and leave to rest for two 
minutes.

 ✦ remove the teabag and add milk and sugar (if 
required) then stir. 

5 eggs

200g caster sugar

4 lemons, zest and juice

250ml double cream

2 tbsp icing sugar, to serve

2 tbsp limoncello

1 pack ready rolled 
shortcrust pastry (roll again 
to half the thickness)

Grease proof paper


